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Russia’s unprecedented invasion of Ukraine has tragically led to significant loss of life and human 

suffering, and many countries throughout the world have come together to impose sanctions and 

diplomatic pressure on Russia.  For example, the United States, members of the European Union (EU), 

and their allies have sought to restrict Russia’s access to global financial networks, thereby making it 

practically impossible to make payments to entities in Russia.i  In response to the economic sanctions 

making it a “global financial pariah”,ii Russia has in turn implemented its own sanctions and retaliatory 

economic policies.  While the tragic human toll of the war undoubtedly remains the primary concern, IP 

professionals will note that there are a number of developments that may affect their clients’ interests 

in Russia. 

Payment of IP-related fees (e.g., government filing fees, maintenance fees, and/or annuity payments) 

are affected by the sanctions imposed on Russia.  While payment of fees may be allowed if they are 

processed through non-sanctioned banks, it is unlikely that western banks or fund transfer services 

would allow payments if such payments would potentially breach the sanctions.  Absent the payment 

of fees by required deadlines or within the 6-month grace period, patent and trademark protection will 

lapse.iii  

On March 6, 2022, the Russian government made a shocking announcement that it was suspending 

all normal compulsory licensing rules for patents owned by persons or entities who are citizens of, 

registered in, or have primary place of business or profit in countries deemed to be “unfriendly” to 

Russia.  Such unfriendly countries include United States, Canada, and the EU states.  Under Russian 

law, a compulsory license may be granted to an interested party in several instances, including: (1) if 

the patent owner does not use or uses the patented invention insufficiently; (2) the interested party has 

a dependent invention and is unable to practice the invention without a license to the patent owner’s 

invention; (3) to help facilitate breeding of plants and animals; (4) if the Russia government decides it 

is warranted based on interests of national security and defense; and (5) in view of a force majeure, 

such as an emergency, natural disaster or accident.iv Such compulsory licenses would typically be 

granted, with payment of reasonable compensation to the patent owner – such reasonable 

compensation is typically dictated by a court.v  While Russia initially suggested that there would only 

be an exception for compulsory licensing for goods essential to their economy due to the economic 
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sanctions, that was not the case.  The Russian government has, however, declared that a compulsory 

license has been granted to all Russian nationals for all patented inventions of patent owners from 

unfriendly countries at a reasonable compensation rate of 0%.vi  Russia’s declaration that a reasonable 

compensation is 0% means that a patented invention may be utilized in Russia without patent owners 

receiving any compensation for their innovation and development efforts.vii 

Regarding other IP rights, there have been several notable trademark applications filed by Russian 

nationals that virtually copy the marks of famous western brands.  Such trademark applications include 

a copy of the McDonalds™ logo turned sideways and the Latin and Cyrillic versions of the word mark 

for Starbucks™,viii however, we have not identified whether these applications have been acted on by 

the Russian trademark office.  In addition, a Russian court dismissed a copyright infringement complaint 

filed by a UK-based company who owns rights to the Peppa Pig cartoon, citing the restrictive economic 

sanctions from countries, such as the UK, who are “unfriendly” to Russia as a reason for the dismissal.ix 

The Russian national who misappropriated the copyright of the Peppa Pig cartoon will undoubtedly 

continue to do so given the decision of the Russian court to dismiss the case.  

While it remains uncertain what should be done regarding patent and trademark protection in Russia, 

practitioners can only make decisions based on the current landscape.  In view of present landscape, 

at least some IP stakeholders have taken to expressly abandon all of their patent matters in Russia. 

For example, we have sent the following on behalf of at least one client to our Russian IP colleagues:  

“Our client has instructed us to have the above referenced patent applications expressly 

abandoned.  Your final invoice should be issued in the name of [Client’s Name] . . . Once 

the invoice has been approved, we will forward it to our client for direct payment from [EU 

member state].  If there is any reason why your invoice cannot be paid from [EU member 

state], please let us know immediately.” 

The Russian patent office granted the request to abandon the pertinent patent matters.  When we 

received a copy of the invoice for filing the request for express abandonment for our review, the invoice 

requested that our EU-based client send payment to a bank based in the United Kingdom.  Notably, 

the Russian IP agent had a business address that was based in the United Kingdom.  Regarding 

trademark matters, no direct action has been taken since none of our clients have had deadlines due 

within the next twelve months.   

DISCLAIMER: The information provided herein is based on the information we were able to obtain at 
the time of this publication, and it is to be understood that since the situation with Russia continues to 
evolve, any of this information may change at any time. We suggest that readers independently check 
on any specific matters of concern and interest. 
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